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  The Trait of the Month is: Perseverance 
 

 Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but 
in rising every time we fall. --Confucius 

Perseverance – Adhering to a course of 
action, a belief, or a purpose, especially in 
spite of difficulties, obstacles, or 
discouragement.  

When we persevere, we: 
 
• Do our best with what we have.  

• Keep trying; we don't quit or give up 
easily.  

• Never make excuses for obstacles that 
get in the way of getting something done. 
Instead we look for ways to remove or 
work around the obstacles.  
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There is a poem on the GreatTraits.com website entitled The Race. This poem exemplifies 
perseverance. The last few lines of the poem read: 

For all of life is like a race, with ups and downs and all. 

And all you have to do to win is rise each time you fall. 

"Quit!" "Give up, you're beaten!" They still shout in my face. 

But another voice within me says, "GET UP AND WIN THE RACE!" 
 

This month, spend some time with your child explaining the importance of “staying the 
course” and doing the best you can. And, read The Race together. You will be glad you did. by 
a young boy.  

To Do List 

1. Go over the Perseverance Poster together and put it on the refrigerator. 

2. Read the attached Story with your child and discuss the Questions at the end. 

3. Do at least one Additional Activity to reinforce the perseverance character trait. 

4. Write a short comment on the Puzzle Piece about what your child has learned 
about perseverance, cut out the puzzle piece, and have your child return it to school. 
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 Perseverance 
A Collection of True Stories 

   
Master of Invention 

 Do you know why the lights come on when you flick the switch? 

 Thomas Edison could’ve told you. He invented the light bulb more than 130 years ago. 
Edison also thought of nearly 1,100 other things that improved the world, including a power 
generator to make electricity, a record player to record and play back words and music, and a 
movie camera to film moving pictures. 

 But as a boy in the 1850s in Port Huron, Michigan, his school teachers didn’t think Edison 
was smart. While other students participated in class and quickly learned to read and write, Edison 
struggled with his studies. He wasn’t good at sports, and other kids called him names. Sometimes 
he got so frustrated he didn’t go to school. 

 Edison didn’t hear as well as the other kids, so he 
couldn’t understand everything the teacher said. Finally, when 
he was 10, his mother pulled him out of school and gave him 
books to read. She had been a schoolteacher and knew how to 
make learning fun for her son. 

 Chemistry and science were Edison’s favorite subjects. 
His mother helped him set up a laboratory in his room, but 
quickly had him move it to the basement because he spilled 
chemicals and ruined the floor and furniture. 

 Edison enjoyed experimenting and improving other 
inventions. Because he wasn’t a fast learner early on in life, he 
realized the importance of never giving up. And it’s a good 
thing, since it took him more than 1,500 tries to make the light 
bulb work perfectly. 

 

Science Guy 

 Albert Einstein is one of the greatest scientists of all time. But Einstein wasn’t always 
wowing people with his deep thoughts. When he was your age, Albert was no “Einstein.” 

 While many children learn to say words by the time they are 1, he didn’t talk until he was 3 
years old. Even as he grew, he had trouble putting thoughts into words. At 9, he rarely spoke or 
talked very slowly. His dad thought he was stupid, and the elementary school principal told his 
family it didn’t matter what Einstein studied because he’d never be successful at anything. 

 He had a lot of trouble memorizing facts. Math interested him, because he had to figure out 
the answer instead of trying to remember the correct fact. 

 While he disliked school as a child, Einstein enjoyed playing the violin and building things. 
He loved to put together puzzles and create houses out of blocks and cards. Sometimes his card 
houses would be 14 stories high! 
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 When Einstein grew a little, his uncle Jakob starting teaching him about difficult math 
problems at home. Einstein quickly learned the concepts and started solving problems that only 
much older kids were able to do. 

 By the time Einstein went to college at 17, he was a math and science whiz. He even got an 
article published in a German science magazine when he was 21. 

 Twenty-one years later, in 1921, Einstein won the Nobel Prize in physics, as the best 
scientist in the world. 

 

Rise to the White House  

 Woodrow Wilson ran the most powerful country in the world for eight years. He was 
president of the United States during World War I and helped the Europeans defeat Germany. Not 
bad for a kid who didn’t know the alphabet until he was 9 years old and couldn’t read until he was 
eleven. 

 Born in 1856 in Virginia, Wilson grew up listening to good books. His father was a 
Presbyterian minister and everyday his family would gather to pray, sing and read. Although Wilson 
couldn’t read, his dad made sure he could speak well. He took Woodrow to see new inventions or 
read chapters from books. Then the two of them would talk about the ideas. 

 Wilson hoped to follow in his father’s footsteps as a minister, but he got sick a lot at college 
and had to drop out. 

 By the time he returned to college at Princeton University in New Jersey, Wilson decided to 
study politics. He graduated from Princeton then entered law school. 

 Wilson’s plan to serve people in government was put on hold when he became a college 
professor. He taught college for 17 years and even became the president of Princeton in 1902. 

 Eight years later Wilson was elected governor of New Jersey, and two years after that he 
became the 28th president of the United States. 

 He will always be remembered for his direct, honest and smooth way of speaking—even if 
he wasn’t very good at his ABCs. 

 

Story Questions 

 
1. Which man from history – Edison, Einstein, or Wilson – demonstrated the most 

perseverance in your opinion, and why? 

2. Being good at something takes a lot of work. What can you do really well? How did 
perseverance help you learn this? 

3. Have your parents tell a story about something where they had to use perseverance in 
order to succeed. 

 

Perseverance (continued) 
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Additional Activities 
 
 

 
 

1. Introduce your child to a new life skill that takes a lot of practice to master, such as sewing 
on a button, ironing a shirt (with a warm iron) or baking cookies. Encourage them to keep 
practicing and praise their progress. 

2. With your child, try a new sport or hobby such as bowling, flying a kite, or playing solitaire.  
Emphasize to your child that it is normal to face challenges when you first begin something, 
and that it is important to have perseverance in order to improve and succeed. 

3. Create words from P E R S E V E R A N C E by filling in the missing letter. 

 

   A __   __ E E   P E __ A N 

   A __   C __ P   S E __ V E 

      __ E A   V __ R S E 

      __ A N   

      __ A N   

      __ A N 

      __ A N 

 

Keep persevering until you get them all! 
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